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Introduction and Background
As computational biology continues to play a larger role in applied research, collaborations between simulation and experiment can benefit from software that provides access to various styles of methods, enabling customization and rapid application to a wide range of biological systems. A key work by Elcock, et al. sets the stage in computational biology for this style of adaptable research, early on in the last decade (3). In their investigation of the driving forces in protein-protein interactions, the authors draw upon several computational methods to characterize interaction energy and orientation, and their effects on macroscopic quantities like the secondorder virial coefficient. Years later, researchers have at their disposal many software options for tackling the handful of diverse systems involving biomolecular interactions. However, features that make software in computational biology accessible, usable, and powerful remain characteristic of a select few (4-9). Therefore, the challenge presented to this decade's researcher is how to efficiently use these software packages in concert to study aspects of a biological system.
We set our focus on open-source simulation packages, and unite these powerful, sometimes disparate modes of simulation with a simple, extensible, and object-oriented Python suite of code called XPairIt. Joining such programs provides enhanced simulation functionality through a concerted use of each program's multiple length scales, interatomic potentials, and simulation methods. This is accomplished with the parallelized core of XPairIt, which additionally contains many data management and organization options, analysis tools, and custom simulation methodology. Two open-source simulation APIs offer options similar to XPairIt. The first is the Molecular Modeling Toolkit (MMTK) (10) . MMTK, initially developed about a decade ago, is written in Python using object-oriented design, and is a more stand-alone piece of software when compared to XPairIt. It incorporates internal molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo algorithms, several interatomic potentials, and normal mode analysis into a single software package for the simulation of protein systems. The second is SimTK's OpenMM, which is another general simulation toolkit using graphics processing unit (GPU) hardware acceleration (11) . These toolkits differ from XPairIt in that much of the simulation in MMTK and OpenMM is done within the core of the toolkit, where in XPairIt the simulation engines are typically external software packages. In this application of the XPairIt API, we create a freeware, extensible, highperformance computing (HPC)-ready, multi-scale biomolecular simulator built to include several industry proven external software packages to tackle many of the current challenges in modeling and analyzing peptide-protein complexes.
The main simulation field specializing in the investigation of peptide-protein interactions is known as "docking." That is, the efficient simulation of the interaction of two biomolecules to determine their natural and preferred orientation when in contact with one another. Some of the multi-method functionality for molecular docking offered by XPairIt is currently available in a few commercial software suites, such as Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) or Shrodinger through its PIPER and JAGUAR modules (8, 9) . While these software packages are largely successful in modeling many types of biomolecular interactions, there are several shortcomings which become apparent when applied to the docking of certain molecules, such as peptides (12, 13) .
Recent software innovations have attempted to address the challenges of incorporating peptide flexibility in docking simulations and adequately ranking ("scoring") the thousands of generated structures to determine the likely binding location. Many use the Rosetta Modeling Suite, which is a software package for protein structure prediction, protein-protein and small molecule docking, and protein design (7, 14) . This was used to study protein-protein docking using only fixed protein displacement and side-chain rotamers, but the authors highlight possible improvement by allowing for a flexible backbone (15, 16) . Rosetta was also used to study peptides where a starting peptide-protein crystal structure was known, and small Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the peptide backbone were incorporated. The resulting docked structures exhibited more hydrogen bonds and better van der Waals contact (17) . Other modes of Rosetta have also been used to improve docking. For example, Sammond, et al. use a combination of MC backbone moves and the design feature of Rosetta to optimize peptide structure and sequence when bound to a G-protein α subunit (18) . Additionally, work by Raveh, et al. incorporates a more robust design scheme of Rosetta to optimize peptide structure with multi-residue fragment building (19, 20) . Here, the peptide sequence is fixed and Rosetta is used to sample various groups of backbone dihedral angles-effectively using MC tests of α, β, or coil structures on 3 to 4 residue-length clusters of the peptide. They also incorporate a scoring scheme using multiple rounds of rigid body docking, while actively changing the weights of the attractive and repulsive terms of the Rosetta score12 score function. A validation of this method on about 20 peptideprotein crystal structures shows promising results.
Other simulation methods have been used to improve flexibility and scoring/ranking as well. Use of molecular dynamics software in combination with a docking program has emerged recently as a technique complementary to all-Monte Carlo style docking. Variations of this method are outlined in recent review articles (21, 22) . One of the early uses of molecular dynamics in docking was shown in Lin et al., where flexibility of the protein receptor is captured through long molecular dynamics simulations and ligands are then docked to the ensemble of receptor configurations (23) . Later on, a multi-software method was used by Okimoto et al. to combine molecular dynamics and solvation energy computation into docking small ligands (24) . The authors used GOLD to first dock the ligand, and then minimized the outputted structure using a molecular mechanics forcefield. The minimized structure was then simulated with AMBER 8.0 (ff03) using molecular dynamics on add-in computational hardware called MDGRAPE-3. Finally, the structure was scored with MM/PB-SA to find the ∆G of binding by computing the conformational energy of the ligand, nonbonded van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, the solvation free energy, and the nonpolar solvation free energy. For a sample of 1000 ligands, including 30% active ligands, the authors report improved results for three target proteins, with the exception of CDK2.
In a another approach, Antes presented DynaDock in 2009, a joint dynamics and docking software package using customized interatomic potentials via the OPMD approach (25) . OPMD was used to sample multiple energy minima around a crystal structure configuration with dynamics, and did not rely on annealing methods. Antes also incorporated a custom scoring function, combining the conformational energy of the peptide, with nonbonded van der Waals and Coulombic interactions with the protein. When compared to AutoDock, the method performed better for peptides where the number of rotatable bonds is larger than 15 (26) . Finally, Dagliyan et al. used several molecular dynamics methods, without formal docking software, to generate bound configurations of peptide protein complexes (27) . Without knowledge of the bound crystal structure, replica exchange dynamics coupled with discrete molecular dynamics integration is used to simulate various peptides at random points around the protein surface. The authors then compute the binding energy for these structures with the MedusaDock scoring function. Results suggest that electrostatics play an important role in the formation of an "encounter complex" prior to forming a bound conformation. Although these examples incorporate dynamics slightly differently, they all show good improvement on statically docked structures when applying dynamics in lieu of Monte Carlo moves. It is also important to note that only one of the previous docking methods outlined start without a crystal structure, and many do not attempt docking peptides with unknown binding locations. Even so, these works do highlight the benefits of using dynamics, and also exhibit a need for a generalized, usable code to connect different styles of simulation software. The XPairIt Application Programming Interface (API) offers similar styles of docking methodology and we show how some of these can be combined to improve flexibility and scoring/ranking in peptide-protein docking. XPairIt works as a controller code for PyRosetta, NAMD, PSFGen, STRIDE, VMD, APBS, and GAMESS, and allows a user to move information between these software packages for custom simulations (1, 4, (34) (35) (36) (37) . Additionally, the XPairIt API and external software packages are tailored for use on high-performance computing (HPC) systems, which is critical for the search of unknown peptide binding locations and the optimization of peptide sequences for improved protein binding.
With existing state-of-the-art in mind, the authors use a bottom-up approach to create a connection between the various styles of simulation software and improve interoperability of the software and their methods. The XPairIt API applied to peptide docking joins the external molecular dynamics package NAMD and docking software PyRosetta to enhance peptide-protein binding, which we refer to as the XPairIt Docking Protocol (4, 34) . When contrasted with other multi-method docking software, use of the XPairIt Docking Protocol offers more detailed control of docking simulations and the ability to run simulations on HPC systems. In general, the methods in particular are similar to the aforementioned work connecting PyMol, docking, and molecular dynamics; however, there are several differences in the approach taken to construct the simulations, the style in which we use molecular dynamics, and the analysis of the simulation results. Furthermore, the XPairIt Docking Protocol is based on the highly extensible XPairIt API, which allows for the simple addition and use of other custom code or external software packages. In the following text, we provide our approach for peptide docking with the XPairIt Docking Protocol, and detail the use of external software to address the challenges inherent to peptides: flexibility and scoring. A previous version of this protocol was reported earlier (38) .
We organize this work by first outlining the XPairIt API structure and philosophy, then develop a more robust and improved style of molecular docking, applied to peptide-protein interactions, in Section II. Section III illustrates the application of the XPairIt docking protocol to a common case study. Analysis and Discussion of the protocol are given in Section IV. Finally, we provide conclusions and remarks on the future of the software in Section V.
Methodology
XPairIt Application Programming Interface (API) Philosophy and Structure
XPairIt incorporates a detailed and customizable style of control and analysis during a simulation run, allowing a user to put in place a method whose behavior is dependent on properties computed in real time. Its structure is in line with other software and their inherent partitioning of simulation components. Namely, the Etomica Simulator of the Kofke Group at the University at Buffalo and the LAMMPS Molecular Simulator of Sandia National Laboratories have both had significant influence on the organization of the XPairIt API (though all of the code is original) (5, 39) . The basic building blocks of a nanoscale simulation-Boxes, Atoms, and Vectors-are represented in the software as Python objects. Methods, Integrators, Potentials, and user-defined code perform operations on these objects to move atoms in space, or compute properties of the system based on atomic positions or types. Through Python's object-oriented structure, a user may extend any one of these types to create a custom Method, Integrator, or Potential, or simply use a combination of these in a unique way as a single Python script to control a simulation or analyze its output. Figure 1 diagrams the main objects in XPairIt and how they interact. 
XPairIt API Classes
While not an exhaustive list, the classes below best frame the current version of the XPairIt API.
Atom. This object's properties are taken directly from the properties of a real atom; position, velocity, type, and radius. An extension of this object is created for our molecular docking implementation, called AtomTypeBiological. This contains other information, such as charge, occupancy, beta parameters, and species name.
Vector. This is a data structure holding a list of floats, as well as methods to perform vector operations, such as addition, dot product, cross product, and normalize. Vector2D, Vector3D, Vector3DRandom, and VectorN have been created to extend the original Vector class. The Atom object creates its own Vector3D object to track its position.
Box. The simulation volume is defined by this class. Box also holds lists of all the atoms that are "inside" the volume, information about boundary conditions and program components such as neighbor lists, and provides methods for creating atoms or changing atom positions.
BoxBiological, an extension of Box, is created to handle other properties specific to a biological simulation, such as loading a PDB file.
Simulation. This is the first object that should be created during the development of a simulation with XPairIt. It contains structures for the user to connect many high-level simulation components, such as Integrators and Methods, and allows these components to broadcast information in a one-to-all type message, without knowledge of the other components. Included here is also the software's banner and copyright information for any connected external software.
Compute. Figure 2 shows a simple Python script using the XPairIt API to create a molecular docking simulation, employing several of the simulation building blocks listed in the previous section. First, a Simulation object is created to hold a few of the working parts of the simulation. Next, the Simulation is used to create a Box. Then, a configuration in the form of a PDB file is read in to create a Molecule, ResidueChain(s), Residue(s), and the thousands of Atom and AtomTypeBiological objects in the simulation. Next, a new docking method is created from existing code. Subsequently, the Method is added to the Simulation, passing a name, the Method, and the Box which the Method will operate on. Then after variables are created for the peptide chain "X" and number of docking attempts, the setup routine in Method is called. Finally, the Method is run with chosen parameters. 
A Simulation With XPairIt API
Improved Docking Methods for Peptide Systems with XPairIt Docking Protocol
Before we begin our global docking search, we first equilibrate the peptide and protein.
Simulation of the docking partners, peptide and protein, proceed separately. XPairIt drives an NPT simulation at 1.0 atm and 300 K in NAMD, using the CHARMM interatomic potential with TIP3P water (40, 41) . The final structure of the protein from equilibration simulations is minimized within NAMD. Atomic positions are captured by XPairIt and sent to PyRosetta, and then the protein's residue sidechain positions are sampled and minimized using the Rosetta repacking scheme. This protein structure is then used in all docking runs. For peptide equilibration, starting from a linear structure, the peptide is equilibrated for several nanoseconds. This dynamics trajectory is saved as a series of 1000 snapshots, which are randomly selected as the peptide's starting structure in subsequent docking runs. This is also known as ensemble docking.
The docking portion of this protocol is separated into two stages: (1) the initial docking run, testing peptide binding over the entire protein surface, and (2) For step (i) of the XPairIt Docking Protocol stage 1, these simulations (all 2000 to 5000 of them) are run using the Rosetta DockingMCM method and the score12 score function, where the lowest energy structure is determined from sampling small rotation and translation moves of the peptide. Rosetta's DockingMCM method also samples sidechain rotamers of the peptide and protein. After step (i) is finished, atom positions are analyzed for structural and energetic properties in a bookkeeping step, and sent to NAMD for step (ii). Here, molecular dynamics is performed on the peptide and protein atoms within 15.0Å of the peptide, leaving other atoms fixed. This simulation is performed at 300 K using the Generalized-Born Implicit Solvent (GBIS+SASA), for 2.0 picoseconds (ps), and then the structure is minimized for 3000 conjugate gradient steps (42) . Finally, for step (iii), the structure's sidechains are again repacked with Rosetta, based on the score12 scoring function, and this structure is exported as a PDB file. A typical change in peptide position for the three main steps of the XPairIt Docking Protocol is shown in figure 3 . The (i) docking, (ii) dynamics + minimization, (iii) repacking process is repeated 10 times for additional random rotations of the peptide. After the first stage of the docking protocol is complete, 2000 to 5000 simulations are run using a random peptide structure and minimized protein structure, and we produce 20,000 to 50,000 probable bound structures. 
These top 25 interface energy structures are then clustered using XPairIt, based on the peptide heavy atom distance from each protein heavy atom using a cutoff distance of 4.0Å. This calculation generates a list of protein residues that have contact with the peptide for each structure, and these contacts are counted and totaled for the top 25 structures. For example, a particular residue on the protein may be contacted by the peptide a total number of five times when all 25 structures are analyzed. From these totals, the average number of peptide contacts per protein residue is computed, and those residues that have contact amounts larger than one standard deviation from the mean are recorded as possible binding locations. Next, the structure with the best interface energy is identified at each of these possible binding locations and saved as a starting structure for a stage 2 focused dock simulation. An example of this clustering is show in the subsequent section.
Each simulation for the next stage begins by using the new starting structures from clustering, and again drawing a random peptide structure from the equilibration trajectory. This random peptide structure is then moved to the center of mass of the new starting structure. 1000 to 3000 of these simulations are run for each probable binding location and the (i) docking, (ii) dynamics + minimization, and (iii) repacking steps are repeated for 10 different orientations of the peptide. 10,000 to 30,000 docked structures now generated for each possible binding location are ranked by their total energy using Rosetta's score12 function, and top energies for each location are compared to determine the likely binding location. The final result in the XPairIt Docking Protocol is sorted and determined by the total energy.
Results and Discussion
We test the XPairIt Docking Protocol and present results from a case study, docking a short peptide to a small protein. For this test we choose the 1RXZ system from the Protein Data Bank, which has been previously studied with varying degrees of success, using two different docking schemes (20, 27, 44) . This particular case presents added complexity to the simulation of peptide docking in the form of solvent and receptor induced peptide structure and probable receptor flexibility. The two partners here are the 245 residue DNA polymerase sliding clamp protein, aPCNA, and an 11-mer peptide (KSTQATLERWF) created from the binding motif of the Flap EndoNuclease-1 (aFEN-1) (45). Equilibration with peptide trajectory sampling, one stage of global docking, and one stage of focused docking are performed according to the previously outlined XPairIt Docking Protocol.
Stage 1 Global Docking
After equilibration of the two partners and creation of the peptide trajectory, we ran 3000 simulations in the global docking stage. The resulting docked structures are sorted by total energy, and the top 1000 are then ranked by interface energy. Figure 4 presents an overlay of the top 25 docked structures based on interface energy. Protein residues with six or more contacts, and used in the formulation of stage 2 focused docking starting location(s), are shown with a shaded surface. In figure 5 , the top 25 structures based on interface energy are clustered and plotted on a rawdata histogram, showing specific protein residues (Residues on A) in contact with the peptide. For the protein residues with corresponding contact, the average number of peptide contacts for all 25 structures is 2.60 and the standard deviation is 2.47. This creates a contact integer number cutoff of 6 or greater. From the data illustrated in figure 5 , we identify protein residues 50, 121-126, 218-220 as having 6 or more contacts when we sample the top 25 structures. 
Stage 2 Focused Docking
Before beginning stage 2 focused docking, we generated starting configurations by identifying the best ranked structure based on interface energy at each of the locations determined from the clustering of stage 1 global docking results. A list of the locations on the protein, with corresponding number of contacts and best ranked structure, are in table 1. From this list, four unique docked structures-#3, #5, #7, and #8-were identified for starting structures, shown in figure 6. 1000 docking simulations were then run for each docked starting structure, using peptide configurations randomly drawn from the initial equilibration trajectory and moved to the docked structure peptide's center of mass. For each simulation, 10 rounds of docking were performed using random rotations of the peptide to start each dock. Stage 2 focused docking simulations are run as described in the previous section, and results are ranked by total energy using the Rosetta score12 score function. Results for the top ranked structures for each stage 2 focused docking starting location are shown in table 2. Here, structures for each of the four previously identified locations are individually ranked by total energy, and the structures with the lowest total energy for each location are compared. In table 2, these top structures are listed arranged by total energy, with additional details about their starting location, interface energy, and RMSD. Validation of these results is conducted by computing the final complex's peptide RMSD from the equilibrated crystal structure of the docked complex. In comparing these values, it is clear that our top docked structure is not within a reasonable distance of the actual binding location. However, investigation of the rank 2 structure's peptide RMSD shows very good agreement with the equilibrated crystal structure. Subsequent analysis of the two remaining structures shows poor agreement with the equilibrated crystal structure. Lacking knowledge of the RMSD, differentiation of the top three structures based on total energy is difficult when one accounts for thermal fluctuations of the peptide-protein complex. In an experimental collaboration, studying a system with an unknown binding location, one might choose to explore additional simulation methods at this phase of the protocol to help differentiate the structures. Methods such as a long molecular dynamics run to insure binding stability or a free energy method to compute a thermodynamically accurate binding energy could be used. Depending on instrument throughput, a search space reduced to a handful of structures may even be welcomed by the experimental team, who could now conduct a manageable number of single or double mutation studies to check binding location. In our case we continue with further analysis and look also at the interface energy for each of the top structures. Of the top three structures, rank 2 possesses nearly double the interface energy of the other two structures with similar total energy. The structure's low RMSD when compared to the crystal structure and low-interface energy make it an ideal candidate for a probable binding location. We continue with analysis of this structure and comment on different aspects of the XPairIt Docking Protocol.
Analysis of Rank 2 Structure
The rank 2 structure from stage 2 focused docking is listed in table 2 and its starting structure (G.#8) is shown in figure 7 . The rank 2 result shows good agreement with the equilibrated crystal structure, and peptide RMSDs for structures aligned by protein alpha-carbon atoms are 7.595Å
for G.#8 and 3.386Å for rank 2. For RMSD calculation, although both structures were aligned to the equilibrated crystal structure using only protein alpha-carbon positions, there are several highly flexible parts of the protein within the peptide binding region. It is likely that for the rank 2 structure the peptide may be bound in a very similar configuration to the equilibrated crystal structure, but due to the flexible regions, RMSD values may be affected by only partial alignment of the protein during the value's computation. RMSD for the protein alpha-carbon components in the focused structure vs. the crystal structure is 1.715Å. Figure 7 . Global dock #8 structure, one of four starting locations for focused docking, with most frequently contacted protein residues highlighted.
Analysis of the CHARMM interface energies with GBIS w/SASA used in the molecular dynamics and minimization step (ii) of both docking rounds provides further description of the peptideprotein interaction. Shown in table 3, when applied to the final structures of global and focused rounds of docking, interface energies favor structure #8 (global) and #2 (focused, from G.#8), correctly identifying the docked structures which best resemble the 1RXZ crystal structure. Additionally, the effects of solvent and pair-wise electrostatic interactions are evident, but do not suggest any aid in differentiating structures. When comparing the overall interface energy from CHARMM+GBIS w/ SASA and the CHARMM van der Waals (vdW) component, the differences between these two properties for focused docking #1 (G.#3) and focused docking #2 (G.#8) are similar, meaning the remaining energetic contributions from electrostatics and solvent are similar. Consequently, computation of the CHARMM interface energy with GBIS w/ SASA correctly identifies the preferred bound structure, indicating that pair-wise electrostatics and solvent driving forces play some part in the interface energy of the docked structures. However, since the contribution from electrostatics and solvent in aggregate are positive, and also similar for both focused docking results, it is likely they do not play an active role in forming these particular docked structures. Our results show that the CHARMM vdW component is the deciding factor in structure differentiation for 1RXZ. 
Effects of Molecular Dynamics Within the XPairIt Protocol
Finally, we have an opportunity to once again analyze the effect of molecular dynamics on peptide docking results (38) . In table 4 we list the Rosetta score12 interface energies at various steps along both docking stages. There is a marked decrease in interface energy as we employ NAMD molecular dynamics and minimization, as well as a final repacking by Rosetta. We reiterate that during the step (i) Rosetta Dock, the peptide is translated and rotated, and peptide and protein interface sidechains are repacked, similar to step (iii). Backbone angles and bond lengths remain fixed. With the addition of molecular dynamics and minimization in step (ii), the peptide and protein atoms are allowed to relax and move with the effects of temperature and interatomic forces, creating greater contact between the peptide and protein surface, and decreasing the interface energy. We attribute the second decrease in interface energy in step (iii) by Rosetta sidechain repacking to a discrepancy between the CHARMM and score12 energy functions. After step (ii) in the XPairIt Docking Protocol simulations, atom positions do not change and are sent from NAMD, back to XPairIt, and then directly to PyRosetta for final sidechain repacking. Additionally, a closer look at the effects of dynamics on the docked structure is illustrated in figure 8 , where we compare the per residue interface energy of the peptide after step (i) and after step (iii) of stage 1 global docking. The LEFT plot shows minimal contact of the peptide after step (i) Rosetta Dock, when compared to step (iii) Rosetta sidechain repacking on the RIGHT plot. 
Summary and Conclusions
The XPairIt Docking Protocol is demonstrated here to be a suitable toolkit for the flexible docking of peptides to protein receptors with unknown binding locations. Final docked structures from global docking simulations of the 1RXZ system using the XPairIt Docking Protocol show good agreement with the PDB crystal structure. Previous docking studies of this system by Raveh et al. and Dagliyan et al. test the limits of their respective docking protocols (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Crystal structure refinement of the 1RXZ system by Raveh et al. using their FlexPepDock protocol predicted a final structure of the peptide in helical form, which deviates from the coiled/linear backbone of the peptide in its bound configuration. As reviewed in Section 1, using FlexPepDock, peptide fragments are sampled to determine optimal structure, and show very good results for all systems, except for 1RXZ and one other reported. We reserve any further comparison to our protocol, as FlexPepDock is not used for global peptide docking-this method may be best used with an unknown peptide structure, and a known protein binding pocket. While the XPairIt Docking Protocol dynamics runs are on the picosecond timescale and therefore cannot guarantee large scale protein backbone motion, results from 1RXZ illustrate some improvement in this case of receptor flexibility. When compared to the crystal structure, the protein-only alpha-carbon RMSD for our top dock is 1.715Å-a sizable difference, as only protein atoms within 15Å of the peptide move during our simulation and RMSD is averaged over all protein alpha-carbons. Additionally, adding a focused round of docking using molecular dynamics allows for significant improvement of protein peptide contact and an improvement of RMSD, shown previously in figure 8 and section 3.4. These results indicate an important change in both peptide and protein backbone structure, and are achieved with a small amount of dynamics simulation time by combining the Rosetta and NAMD in a coordinated implementation.
Overcoming the current challenges in global peptide docking, such as the representation of flexibility and accurate energetics, require simulation of peptide-protein systems using multiple methods, and accordingly, multiple software packages. The extendable XPairIt API provides a unifying code structure, with the ability to successfully implement these software packages and their methods on-the-fly, as customizable docking simulations within the XPairIt Docking Protocol. 
